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Learn how an egg becomes a baby chick with Eric Carle's classic artwork!In this nonfiction story,
young readers explore the transformation of an egg into a chick. The miracles of nature come to
life in this early-learning series centered around life cycles, featuring simple text and Eric Carle's
classic illustrations!



The Very Hungry Caterpillar is curious. How does an egg become a chick?Let’s find out! The
Very Hungry Caterpillar is curious.How does an egg become a chick?Let’s find out!

A hen finds a cool, dry spot for her nest.She builds it with hay and grass.What will she lay inside
of it? A hen finds a cool, dry spot for her nest.She builds it with hay and grass.What will she lay
inside of it?

Eggs!The hen lays one egg each day until her nest is full.Then the hen sits on her eggs.
Why? Eggs!The hen lays one egg each day until her nest is full.Then the hen sits on her eggs.
Why?
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Melinda Mitravich, “Great book. My little Grandson loves the hungry caterpillar and he asked me
to read this twice as soon as it came. He loves it”

Kyle Smile, “Nice small board book. This was an Easter gift. I’m a big fan of Eric Carle books.
Cool pictures and a great pick for kids.”

The book by Eric Carle has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 44 people have provided feedback.
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